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Inspiration
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The headbangers are coming out of the shadows to 
celebrate three days of bass beats and partying in 

the valley. We follow a small herd of raptors on their 
way to meet up in the valley. 

Where are you?



Concept Inspiration 



Further 
Inspiration

https://vimeo.com/193041270

Eden by Shinyoung Kim

https://vimeo.com/193041270


Improv Lineup for 2020

1. Excision (F2)
2. 12th Planet (F2)
3. Snails (F3)
4. Slander (F3)
5. Cookie Monsta (F4)
6. Black Tiger Sex Machine (F4)
7. Illenium (F5)
8. Kill the Noise (F5)



Where Are You- Excision and Dion 
Timmer  00:00:30-00:01:00

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FlbH0ykhwUk

Music Choice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlbH0ykhwUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlbH0ykhwUk


Color Palette
I will be using the colors from their 
promotional posters to keep in line with the 
overall theme of the event this year. 



Design Assets
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Landscapes

This serves as the grounds for 
the festival. Here the raptors will 

emerge from the forest before 
joining the Festival

This is scenery for the bulk of 
the piece. This is the world the 
raptors are used to and the one 

we will be following them 
through as they are running.

The Canyon The Forest



The Raptors

The 3rd quarter view is used for 
the opening scene and the 

second to last scene with the 
mouth open before the beat 

drops.

The running raptor is being used 
for the transitions as well as the 
middle scenes where the herd of 
raptors are headed towards the 

canyon to party

3rd Quarter View Running (Side View)



Plant Assets



Example of Combined Assets



Storyboard and 
Styleframes
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Style Frames-Hand Drawn



Style Frames- HD (30 Seconds)



















Style Frames- Square (15 Seconds)



Animations and 
Design
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Typeface -Aracne Ultra Condensed



The Heabang
All the raptors in this piece start 
headbanging to the beat. This is because of 
the notion that those who listen to edm and 
bass music are headbangers themselves 
when they dance and party.

This also serves as a loopable animation 
when formatted for social.

Ex: F3 headbang on 3rd Quarter raptor



Puppets
In order to bring bring some dynamic 
movement all the layers for the raptors are 
on their own separate layers. Thus it allows 
me to go ahead and essentially puppet the 
raptors.

Ex: Instagram Deliverable 2



Lighting
By adding overlays and a bubble effect I was 
able to replicate the idea of fireflies as well 
as a mystical atmosphere within the jungle 
scene.

Ex: Instagram Deliverable 1 



Thank You!


